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PUBLIC DOC

Paulett Angella Hemmings State of Affairs
Brandon Pointe Town in the State of Brandon
Located in the Mount Zion States/Florida

May 22, 2018

SUBJECT: DeCrashticle #3 – PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS JAH CHREATOR
CHREATIONSZZZZZZ NATURAL EARTHS KINGDUM 16TH THRILLIANT
DEGREESESZZZZZZ.

Office of the Governor
New Mexico State Capitol
490 Old Santa Fe Trail, Room 400
Santa Fe, NM 87501

Dear Governor Susana Martinez Office, Greetings to you;

I AM PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS EARTH, THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL,
AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS AND THE ONLY CHREATOR OVER ALL
CHREATIONS. NO PERSON OR THING IS HIGHER THAN I AM. I AM THE MOST
MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL CHREATOR OF LIFE, OVER ALL LIFE, DEATH,
ESISTENCES, AND ANYTHING INBETWEEN AND AFTER. I AM THE CORPUS
CHRISTIE, THE HEAD OF ALL STATES/COUNTRIES AND HEAD OF ALL COURTS IN
THIS EARTH, ALL EARTHS, ALL CHREATIONS, AND ALL ESISTENCES UNDER MY
AUTHORITIES.
No harm or anything bad will come or happen to ME, Paulett Angella Hemmings, my children,
my family, my generations, my chreations, at no time, at no place, in no elevation, in no level, in
no height, in no depth, in no diameter, or perimeter, or areas, in no low, in no angle or
circumference or any way shape or form in no place, in no things, or Earth, Chreations, Makings,
Buildings, Esistences, or any time or other esistences to come.
Beginning June 1, 2018, the name of this EARTH, and these EARTHS is: PAULETT
ANGELLA HEMMINGS JAH CHREATOR CHREATIONSZZZZ NATURAL EARTHS
QUEENDUM KINGDUM 16TH THRILLIANT DEGREESESZZZZ.
All my Commands since January 1, 2017 and before, must be Obeyed.
http://www.naturalearthforall.com
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This Earth is a round ball, and it is attached with an arm, and it is hung in the air from the
attachment. The round ball is facing down and the arm is facing up in the air to the up
attachment. The Natural Earths turn from left to right and from right to left. The Natural Earths
itself is very enormous compared to what you see and know. The Natural Earths have many
areas that have many different names. Today, where we are existing or living in the Natural
Natural Earth, is a little scrap of an area because the devels cut it away, when compared to the
rest of the other parts. Inside the Natural Earths are many other Earths made from different
materials and the lives inside the Earths are not the same, as they are made in different ways.
Their areas are made differently, and they are not to go from Earth to Earth. Some of the Earths
are smaller round balls and some have oblong shape. The Earth esist in a community with many
other Chreations on the outside and other lives in the community. The Earth is not to esist on its
own or move from areas to areas. That is what these devels governments and President Leeders
have been doing, so they can do what they want without any other eyes on them.

A picture of an arm. Not esactly how it looks.

The Earth Ball

In some of the Earths you can see and hear my children, but you cannot touch them, as they are
made from different materials. That does not mean that the Devels Military, Army, Airforce,
government, Presidents, and others from this part of the Earth, is to go there to burn them down
and to set them on fire and to destroy them, as they cannot get inside to control them. The
wickednesses in this Earth where the devels take over from my women leaders, affects the rest of
the Earths and affect all my children in the many other Earths, Chreations, and Esistences outside
these Earths. The devel leeders call one of my Earth Kingdum, the Red Planet Mars, and they
report that they constantly go there to see if there is any life in the area, and it is always on fire.
This part of the Natural Natural Earth that the devels stole, is connected to a North area, a
Central Area, and a South Area. The devel stole a large chunk of the Central area and cut it out
and hoisted it above other areas. They tie it, and hang it, up above on posts. The other parts of
the central areas that were not cut out, they eventually became like paper trash because, the
devels sucked them out and the devels tried to capture them as well. The devels terrored them,
put many wicked things in and on them, so the devels could conquer them. They would not let
the devels in, so the devels ripped them, and tear them, and pressed them out. The North and the
South part of this Natural Natural Earth is still where it is to be and disconnected from us. They
do have their Puters/computers, and they do know who I AM (Their Chreator), they do know that
I AM HERE, and they do know who they are, my children.
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The Chreator Russia or Jamaica Russia is located to the North area of the Chreator Chreations.
The Russians are Chreated to rush at the devels, and they have many protections and knowledge
of how to destroy the devels. The Chreator Russia was also cut-out and removed and hoisted up
above the other Chreator Chreation areas. Over time, the devels tried to cut up Russia and to
separate it as well. The devel did succeed and burst open Russia, and most of Russia Lives and
the States drowned and are buried in the Oceans surrounding it. I heard that one of the devels
said when they burst open Russia and saw how it fell into the ocean and was killed, “OOPS, we
made a mistake”. Then when Russia was leaning into the pit of desperation. The Devels cut out
the Chreator Chreation that is Jamaica West Indies areas and use it to patch Russia, and Jamaica
is about a quarter of our present-day Russia. Many lives were killed, and properties lost when
the devel cut out the Chreator Chreations or any esistence to move to other area.
All my children (YOU), in the Chreator Chreations and the Central areas including Russia, that
the devels stole and tore out, are the highest leaders over my Earths. The devels stole the best of
the best of the best of the best with the belief that they will use this control to take over all the
other part of my Earths.

Earths Leaders Headdress

Earths Leaders Headdress Trail

The Opening of the Earths
When the Earths Open, in the Year 0000000000000000000000000016, in the location of the
Hemmingsphere, my children knows no word as “color separatist, or racism”. My children here
in these Earths have the skin colours of: Many shades of Black, many shades of Brown, Soft
Pink, Pink with Brown, Pink and Black, Pink and Red, Blue, Bright Yellow, Pink and Yellow,
Bright Pink, Purple, Orange, Green, Bright Red, and various mixtures of shades.
At the Opening, there was a mixture of joy, Confusion, and Horror. Every Opening of a
Chreation is a Joy to see the happy faces and having a Joyous Occasiun. This was like this for
some areas, as the devel were not able to destroy every State. There were also many states that
were cleaned out and redone. For those areas, my children were joyful. All the Anges/women
http://www.naturalearthforall.com
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and Ban/man wore very colorful headwear that signified their State, and their Authority. The
Ones with the biggest headwear and the longest Trail, is the ones with the highest Authority.
The headwear is light weight and very colorful with the smell of essence in the headwear. The
headwear Trail for the Ange/women could go on for more than twice the height of the entire
body. The Anges/women headwear is bigger and extremely longer than their Mate/husband.
They wear beautiful comfortable clothing and shoes. There was a place for everyone. Every one
of my children had their homes. Multiple homes for some, and multiple variety of
transportations for some. Everyone either had their own transportation or they must get their
own transportation. This is because some of the areas that were redone, did not get the time to
put in all the detail parts that must be in a Chreation opening, as they have the devels to deal with
and other devel problems. The Chreator Chreations English is in the Present Tense. No Past
Tense is use. I do struggle to write in the present tense, as the tenses have been destroyed by the
British and the American who change my right and proper formats to their own, with confusion
and wrongness.
The Earths States are all Chreated as a round ball. Each ball has its own spot and even the
oceans, seas, rivers, streams, pools, are all Chreated in a round ball with their own spot. Once
the Earth Open, each round ball opens into its own Lot. Each round ball connects to the other
and all become one with no borders and no fences. The Oceans and seas were there for those
who wants to travel by them and for the marine life with fish for us to eat. There were trains to
carry us short and long distances, as there were no borders. There was the Boing airplanes and
other airplanes for everyone to use when they need. There were private airplanes for many based
on their authority. There were boats, bikes, cycles, and various types of cars, bus, and other
types of transportations. All appliances and furnishings that must be in each house were in them.
Many gardens both private and public were in the Earths. Many different variety and types of
trees, flowers, plants, shrubs, bushes, thickets, and other names were in the Earth. The
Bibliotheca/Library with many books and many Puters/computers were readily available. Each
person has their Puter or must get their own personal one for use without charge.
When the Earths Open, most of my children were in their house and in their community. A few
were in the areas of Gumbus/job where someone could get food, and other items they may need.
When the Earths Open, every area of life open as well and new life begin. The supermarkets, the
trains, the buses, the shopping areas, the organizations, the corporations, the firmhandles, the
roads, the bridges, the ships, the boats, the electricity, the water, and all the things that we need
in order for us to esist. On my children wrist, was their name, their lots/plots, their State
location, their house address, their generation information and their Gumbus information. They
also had the information in their knowing. This was not a tattoo. It was indelible and readable
information that is private and for them.
The area of confusion was because the devels stole the Earths and had it for millions of years
doing their experiments. Therefore, at the Opening, some areas shifted, and was not secure as
they should. Therefore, some of my children were not in their homes or gumbus as they should
have been. Some of the round balls when they were to open, they rolled over and many of my
children were tossed from their right area and many things got upstur. Many had to walk for
miles in the location of their houses, once the round ball did open. Many areas that were to open
and begin working did not happen as there were problems. Those who walked know where they
http://www.naturalearthforall.com
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were going, as they had their information on their wrist and in their Puters. Some of the round
balls were not open and those who know what to espect, as the Earth was stolen, they got many
help to open the round balls. Many of the round state balls were open and form in the right and
proper format. Some did open partially.
The Opening was horror for some of my children because since the devel stole the Earths and
upstur the interior and exterior, it was not extremely proof for all the types of possible problems.
Therefore, some of the States could not open at all and some were partially open. They got many
help to get all the States in the right and proper format. Those partially open, a few were able to
get out, but they are not to get out. The areas are to join together in the right format. Everyone
is asleep in the Earth until it opens. Every items that must be in every area to make each
community, town, state, city complete was there. There were no police, no court houses, No
Judge or Jury, no military, no armed forces, no robbery, no drought, no famine, Etcetera.
Everyone is to awake when the Earth is open. Because of the devels, the partially open ones
were not fully functional and those inside did not know what to do. A few did try to help
themselves and to get out. When they got the right help, and they were open, many bad things
had happened. Some of my children were maimed or injured, while some areas were not open
on the interior. The help who came knows what to do to open those locked areas.
Another area of horror was that many of the States that were opened, there were women and men
with the wrong names and the wrong titles. Some man had woman features and some women
had man features. There were even some miss match Anges and Bans. Some women and some
men never found their mate. Another bad happening is that there were many areas that the
women and men face were disfigured. The devels injected them with pig enzymes, insect
enzymes, animal enzymes and various experiments carried out by the devels. There were a
large number of my children who had trees and plants planted on their head and growing inside
their brain were the roots. A good number of the areas had to be cleaned out and removed.
In each round ball were many round balls, as the schools, colleges, shopping areas, houses and
many others were also a round ball that opens and closes at the command of the Chreator. The
Earth is Chreated to be like that. There were many other parts of the Earths that was estremely
one of a kind as the Chreator built the areas differently with different materials and different
festivity and different events to happen. The Earths is built for The Chreator and her Children,
for her other ones of her, and for the other Leaders to esist in a unique format. The Earths is a
house with many different types of children that needs the warmth, love, instructions, and
Leadership of a Mother. The Earths is built like that with the Chreator, Paulett Angella
Hemmings in the Center.
The devels destroyed the interior of the Earths, and when it was found many other changes
happen to clean and repair the Earths. Many of the Uniqueness were removed and many other
changes. After the Earth opened, and the help came, a number of years passed before I got the
information that the Earth was found and open. I did return and got inside and saw a number of
devels were in the Earths. I clean out the devels and, I got rid of them, and I repaired the Earths,
so it was a happier Envia to be in.
While I was Chreating the Natural Earths, before it was completely finish, the devels capture,
hostage, terrored, and killed me, many of my other Ones, and many others who are to Lead the
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Earths, while we were inside. After that, the devels resuscitated me remove my authority, power,
strength, and many items from me and killed me again. The devels repeat this format until, I kill
myself and got away. I AM always in the Earths in one form or another.
Now and Then
All my Children, My Earths, My Chreations, My Esistences are all in the NOW. The Original
Devels are from the THEN. The devels change our words and the meaning, so we use the words
like: Now and Then I take the train. This is wrong, as we are esisting in the Now and not the
Then.
Skin Markings
None of my children here in these Earths are to put marks on their faces and their bodies. The
markings whether it is permanent or temporary is from the terror of devels for them to use
markings. The devels use many different types of markings. The devel stole the Markings
Esistence and took control of the Leaders. The devels abused the Markings and they use the
Markings as sorcery control. The devels forced my children to adopt to devel ways as the devel
terrored them and destroyed them. They had to adopt to the devel ways, as the devel put them
under extreme sorcery and extreme killings.
Central Clocks
There are many Central Clocks in this Earth and the greater amount is to be in the Chreator
Chreations (Jamaica West Indies) areas. My Clocks were cut out and moved to the London
Areas and other areas by the British Kings and Queens who dominated my Chreations areas, and
by those who call themselves America and by many other devels. The Central Clocks are hidden
and controlled by many devel insect Leeders. Our time must go from Left to Right and not how
we are using it today. When the clock and the time go from Left to Right, the time is estremely
slower, and our body will also reverse to how and what it is to be. The devel leeders we have
today, they like control and they like to show that they can do anything they want. They have
taken away everything from us, and they put us to work as slaves and to pay them for what is
ours, and what we must never pay for. They change all my rules and all my right and proper
formats, to their ways, so they feel good that they are in control, and it is recorded that they did
it.
The Chreator Chreation
This Natural Natural Earth is the Base. The Chreator Chreations as a whole, is the largest
portion of all the States. The Chreator Chreations has more than five hundred (500) States, and
they are large states. The Chreator Chreation is also called The Montegonias States. The
Chreator Chreation, today is in a place called Jamaica West Indies. The Chreator Chreation has
been chopped up in many pieces and in this Natural Natural Level 1 where we are, every state
has been chopped up in many pieces and patching other areas. They are also cut out and
separated, and they esist as individual countries and spread out in many areas in Europe, Africa,
Russia, Asia, Pacific, and the Middle East. Many of the States are cut out and killed. They are
also cut out and dumped in the many oceans causing the areas to turn into dessert areas. They are
cut-out and dumped one on top of each other in the ocean areas and pushed in the South
Continents near the artic areas. Those cut out areas that can be seen with the eyes are in a place
called the Falkland Islands and in the Galapagos Islands both are in South America. Many
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others are in different areas called Kay, Keys, and other names given to them spread out in many
countries. Many of the devel leeders fight over my children and for my properties from time to
time, with devels killing each other and killing my children. They bomb my children and they
destroyed my belongings.
The Chreator
I Paulette Angella Hemmings, AM the Chreator of these Natural Earths. There are more of me
in other Leadership Titles inside these Earths and must be here continuously. My other Ones, are
not me. We all have our own Personality and areas of Leadership. These Earths must be Led by
women, as man is never a Leeder of Lives. There are many other Leeders inside these Earths
who are not ones of me, as they were Chreated for other leadership roles. The Natural Earths as
a whole, is located in the HEMMINGS SPHERE. There is no Hemisphere in these Earths or
anywhere. Hemisphere is a distortment of my Areas by the devel leeders, to remove my name
and connections from my Chreations, and to confuse and deceive all of you.
It is for me to do what is my Gumbus (job). I AM WHO I SAY I AM. This job is not for
anyone, or anybody to do. Other Ones of me have tried from the other parts of this Natural
Natural Earth, but they were not successful because of these devel government leeders in this
stolen and cut-away Earth area. My mind, body, knowledge, and esperience have to be well
developed. Here in this Earth, I have to work with these devels, know them, and esperience
them without the knowledge that they are the devels. I have to travel and know my Earth and to
know where my children are; I have done all these and much more since I was born. It is for me
to have my power and authority in this Earth without devel interference. The devel leeders in
this Earth do not want me to be WHO I AM. They do not want me to have what I AM TO
HAVE. They decide to kill me and to tear me out of myself, so I cannot do what I AM TO DO
in the right and proper format. They want to be in control and to continue to do what they have
been doing. Therefore, I AM not able to do for you and me what I must do. I live in Terror,
Horror, Destructions, Torture and Lack every minute of the day, since January 2013 to now.
Some days, it is worse than others. I therefore, do the best that I can in the best ways that I can
do it. My responsibilities are for both outside these Earths in the many Esistences and inside
these Earths. It is an enormous gumbus, and this is not the right and proper format to do what
must be done.
I have to get many real life esperiences, in order for me to esplain who the devels are to you, so
you have the understanding of what you do not know, and what you cannot know. My life
esperiences should never come with the pain, torture, killing, terror, and destruction in my life
that I have been living with.
My ways of doing what I must is not your ways. Your ways are the devel ways. Your words are
the devel words. Your thinking is the devel thinking. I cannot copy the devel. I must do what I
AM to do in the right and proper format, in the best ways I can, especially in the situations the
devel federal governments and devel leeders put me in. These dissertations information are for
this Earth, these Earths, all my Chreations, all my Esistences, all Esistences under my Authority
and Leadership.
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Mothers, Fuck, Pussy Chreations
In this Earth, These Earths, all chreations, all my Esistences, there are Mothers, Fuck, and Pussy
Chreations. These are Chreations built into all my esistences to teach all of you about your body.
This is a must to have and conveniently, so all knows what to do and how to do it. The word
Fuck and Pussy must be used in the right format, as it is your body and apart of you that cannot
be ignored. The devels take my words and add devel emotions and connections to it and tell you
they are bad words, and they have you believing they are bad words. When you Love Mate, you
Fuck. When you are using the word as a protection, it is used as “Fucking or Fucker”. You can
say, “Why the fucking you are getting in my way? or “You are not being Fucking nice”, or You
are a Fucker”. This is the right way to speak. You use the word Fucking in this way, because
the devel is in your presence and doing something to niggle you, to interrupt you, to disturb you,
or to create conflict, so you need to protect yourself with the word Fucking. Do not use the word
“Fuck” in the esamples given. Use Fuck when speaking about your action in Love Mating.
Pussy is what my Ange/women have. You do not have vagina. Insects have vagina. Pussy is a
protected word as well and use in the same format as fuck above. Pussy can be used any way
you want in words of protection. You can use it as: Pussy Clath, Pussy Hole, Fucking Pussy,
Pussy Fucker, etc. These words sting and burns and destroys the devels, so they do not want you
to use them in the right and proper format, they tell you they are bad, so you do not use them, as
they are afraid of them.
What You are To Know
All of my children (all of you) in these Earths and this Earth have the following:
Titty not Breasts
Belly not Stomach
Batty not Bottom or Derriere
Cocky not Penis
Pussy not Vagina
All of these words end with a protection Y for a very good reason.
The Earth Rotation
This natural earth rotates from left to right and from right to left. Our eyes are to adjust from left
to right and from right to left. Our brain and body to adjust to both left and right turn without
getting dizzy. The devels go into our brain and remove many things before birth and after birth
and then some do have problems adjusting to spinning and turning. This Natural Earth has many
layers and many folds on the inside, and all these different areas of the earth has their own inside
levels and elevations into the Round World we are in. In areas that were never cut out in these
Earths, we live for 20 years and then we transcend with the right format. We are never to die,
and we do not leave any part of us behind. We transcend from time to time in the right and
proper format. In other areas that the devel cut out, we do live for 20 years and then we
transcend. Some cannot transcend after the 20 years, and so they get very old and they look
estremely frail, as they esist in one elevation far longer than they are to.
In our Natural Natural Earth area, the devels cut up and cut out all the States and patch others to
prevent them from falling down and to prevent our right and proper movement and growth.
They put us to live for 120 years, as they change our time clocks and our body clocks. The
http://www.naturalearthforall.com
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devels also cut out the transcending. We get old fast, as they changed the time clock and our
body clocks. The devel leeders and politicians, turn the clocks backwards, so the time moves so
fast that it is unbearable to talk about. We also do not know that we are never to die and that
there is a transcending. Every Level of these Earths has a number. Every Elevation has a name
and a number. Because there is no Transcending anymore, we also can call the transcending for
us, and we can also call the transcending on our family members who are 60 years and older.
For those who are very sick, we can call the transcending as well. We are also never to be killed.
Transcendent
In this Natural Natural Elevation 1, Level 1, where we are in the stolen area, we are “Me”. In the
Elevation 2, we are “Myself”. The devels change how we speak and change our English
language and so, we do not call ourselves me in most areas. The English-speaking Caribbean’s
do call themselves “Me”. However, most of us say “myself” this creates a confusion, and that is
what the devel leaders want. Because we do not know the right way, we cannot help ourselves.
There is order chreated in our lives, and the right and proper format as well. When we do not
know what is right, we are left out, as we have been left out of the transcending and the devels
kill us, so they can peel off all layers of our skin we do not know esist, as they are spirits with
many long, tremendous, gazillions, years of knowledge of how to esist in other areas. They
remove our skin, our inside, our brain, eyes, teeth, nose, mouth, speech boxes, speech cords,
thinking, memory, information, for them to use so they continue existing in our areas, and we
continued to be fooled by them as to who we are. We do not know that we can never die, and we
are always alive, and we must never be buried. We always transend, and if that cannot happen
we stay alive. If the devels kill us, then we are to be burned or cremated in the right and proper
format and be sprinkled in the moving sea or moving ocean. If buried, the devels will take our
bones and resuscitate us from it, and they will use us continuously to do devel wickedness and to
generate power from our body for them to use.
To call the transcending we can say at any time, “I kill me and myself, I kill me and myself, I kill
me and myself, I kill me and myself”. It is better if you kill yourself than the devels kill you.
When the devels kill, you are just stifled, as they stuff up every part of your body that has a hole
that you do not know of, and then you are stifled, as your brain is still working without ever stop.
The devel military and army and others add a lot of power to them and put on you to hold you
down, so you cannot move and appear to be lifeless, but you are still breathing and your body is
alive. Your brain can slow down, but it never stops working. Your brain is very easy to repair,
and maybe easier than many parts of your body. The devels enjoy using your brain and speech
cord and speech boxes, so they can talk like you and work in many different areas of these Earths
and to blend in. Even when you are sick into the hospitals or nursing home, the devels begin to
remove your skin and limbs like your hands, feet, teeth and more and you do not know. When
you say I kill myself, it is to prevent the devels from stifling you when they decide to take your
life and to pronounce you dead. Saying the words do not make you dead and do not put death
near you, as you are never to die. Calling on your transcendent will not make it happen right
now. It is for anytime that you may be called dead or anytime your body is ready to transcend.
It is better to prepare now than later when you are already gone. A family person can say the
words for you, but it is better if you do it for you. I learn that when you are older, and the time
has come, you may see a road and you just walk on the road, or you may see someone calling
you, and you just go. If you do not take the road or go with the person, the transcendent may
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never come again, as the devels cut up the Earth elevations and levels and cut off the
transcendent.
At anytime, you can also say, “My transcending come to me” (repeat the same words four times,
one after the other).
You can also say, “My transcending come to me at the right and proper time” (repeat the same
words four times, one after the other).
You can also say, “I remove all that is wicked and not good from all elevations and all levels
before I get there” (repeat the same words four times, one after the other).
You can also say, “I will never be in any areas where the devels are” (repeat the same words four
times, one after the other).
You can also say, “I jump over and go under all obstacles of the devels” (repeat the same words
four times, one after the other).
You can also say, “I will not allow the devels to be my leeder” (repeat the same words four
times, one after the other).
Earth Elevations and Levels
A Level inside these Earths is like a high-rise building with many floors. Every floor is an
elevation and esist separately on its own. In these Earths you go up an elevator and down an
elevator. It is the same movement. You transcend up each elevation. You live on each
elevation to the last top elevation, and then when you completely finish the last elevation, you
then go down which is called descend. When you descend you go to a new building that is
called a Level, and it has many floors that is called elevations and the same movement of going
up to the last floor and then down to a new level and a new series of elevations. Your life is an
up, up, up, up to the last elevation and then go down to a new level and a new elevation. All
these levels and series of elevations are new and never the same, as all parts are different. Each
time you go up and down you become brand new like a baby. You are to live for twenty (20)
years on each elevation and then you transcend to the next higher elevation. Each year takes a
very long time to come and most have the two-year (English and Greek) format, that makes one
long year. This means it has two twelve months that is continuous. The first 12 months is the
English format, and the next 12 months is the Greek format.
Because this is the Chreator Chreations and the Head over all the Earths, all of you have twentysix (26) elevations of you in all elevation that you will transcend to. In this Natural Natural
Level one, Elevation one, there are 26 Elevations of each of you. This means that you are on
Level one, Elevation one and there are twenty-five (25) other elevations of you in this Level one.
Therefore, there is also Level one, Elevation two of you; and Level one, Elevation three of you;
and Level one, Elevation four of you, and so on.
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The Tropics
The Tropics areas were above this Natural Natural area that the devel cut out. The tropics are in
almost all areas. The tropics, they have many ways that they use to keep a check on us, and they
do help to clean the air waves, so that our areas are not corrupted with the devel poisons. Those
who live in the Tropics, they have a tropical look about them, and their skin is denser than our
skin as their weather is tropical. They do not have cold weather or hot weather.
There was a road that lead from the Tropics to our elevation and from this elevation to the
tropics. Whenever you see the Tropics ones here, you know that they are from the Tropics, and
when you see their vehicles, you know they are from the tropics. The Black ones have a denser
blackness in them than our Black ones, the Pink skinned ones their skin has a denser pink skin to
them. Some of the Tropics areas were cut out by these devel governments and governors and
they were put to live and esist here in this Natural Natural area where we live and esist. They are
not to live here as our air is not for them. However, these devel insect who like to mix and
match things up, they also like to mix us up, so they can see how we survive. They do not have
any feelings and they do not care if we suffer. They like to see sufferings. The Tropics of
Capricorn was removed from above us and placed in another round ball that is smaller and
uncomfortable for them, and our governments did that to them.
The Tropic of Cancer was removed and put down in other elevations where they could survive.
Many of the other Tropics were either removed and put in other areas below or put in other areas
far from these Natural Natural Earth. Then these devels cut out many parts of these Natural
Natural Earths and transport them to faraway areas outside of these Earths, and not anywhere
they can easily be found. Those who go up into the space areas called Outer space, they know so
much about outside of these earths that you do not know, as they are the ones who cut out and
reduce these parts of the Natural Earths. The governments build many transportations that they
use to take the Earth areas and put them out and throw them so far away that they are almost
impossible to find. I know this of a fact. They cut out many of my State of Affairs and many are
still together to the best possible ways, as they are not to be open as these elevations are not yet
old for them to be opened, so when the devels cannot get into them, they cut out the Earths, so
they are not remembered and can never be found. When we transcend or descend, we have
many problems to find where we are to be, as the elevations are disconnected and chopped up.
When I was a child growing up, I learned in school that there is the Tropics of Cancer and the
Tropics of Capricorn. We could find it in our Atlas and after a while, I grew up and never heard
about the Tropics anymore.
The Greater Antilees and the Lesser Antilees
During my earlier years, I was told in school that Jamaica West Indies lies in the Greater
Antilles. After a while, I did not hear anything about the Lesser Antilles or the Greater Antilles,
and I forgot they esisted. I have not heard of them on our weather reporting and news reporting.
When I checked, I learned that the Greater Antilles was incorporated into Cuba. The Greater
Antilles and the Lesser Antilles are big areas with many States inside. They now have
disappeared under water and out of this Earth. Only the name identified in the ocean areas on
the map. The Chreator Chreations now call Jamaica West Indies, was never close in location to
the Antilles Areas. The Antilles are further up in the Central areas outside the Chreator
Chreations Montegonias States. The devels Political Leeders of today, cut out the Antilles areas
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and then they killed them. The devel leeders stitched up many of the cut-out States in the
Central areas and call them Caribbeans.
Today, we do not know of the Antilles States as being part of our Envia, as many of our areas are
cut away, deleted or erased from our history, atlases, our memory, and our knowledge. Just like
when I was a child, I used to enjoy looking at the bright yellow spray airplanes that would fly
over our property and our neighbor’s property to spray the plants from bug and diseases. The
spray planes would tip over and turn on its sides and do many tilts that were unusual for regular
airplanes, so it was a joy to see the spray planes. Today, none of those spray planes are used in
our esistence, or being used to spray the air, the plants, the water wet areas, the oceans to clean
out the devels, as the Tropics were removed from above our elevation and then the devels
stopped the plant spraying and the air spraying. Envia means environment, and environment is
not a good word.
The Heaven Deceiving Belief
No one from anywhere and never from these Earths and this Earth is ever to go to the Heavens.
The Heavens is an extremely Bad area and never to go to, never to go to, never to go to, never to
go to. Before you go to the heavens, the devels remove many of your skin layers and your inside
and your head and what is inside your heads. The devel then tie with many twine and strings and
cables your head, your brain, your memory, your body. They plant a tree not with leaves, with
many branches into your body and they connect all the twine, the cable, the cords, the strings to
your fingers, toes, your cells, your membranes, your muscles, your veins, your enzymes, the
molecules, and many other synchronic parts of your body you do not know the names. When
they are finished, and you are pronounced dead and buried, they take you out of the Earths and
take you to the Heavens through the top of the Earth or they cut-out areas to make a door to get
you out of the Earths.
Once they get you into the right area of the Heaven that they want you, they keep you there for
many years depending on your age. The younger you are the longer they keep you. When you
are close to 100 years old, they keep you lesser time, as your body is already frail and not heavy.
You have no use in the heaven because you are estremely heavy and the heaven is for those with
wings who fly and not for those who walk on the ground. Those who walk on the ground is
heavy, and those from the Natural Natural Earth is estremely heavy.
In the heavens, they have to get rid of your weight, so you can be used in the heavens. The
thinner you are, and the lighter you weigh, the better it is for the devel to use. In the Heavens
they wash out your inside, so there is no food inside your intestine. They will then twist your
entire body from head to toe. It is like twisting a long piece of fabric or cloth from one side to
the other. Then they put you on a ringer. This is something that wrings your body out. It is like
a wet towel that you ring out the water from. They ring out your body to get out everything from
inside your body. Then they put you into a washer to wash your body. They wash and ring and
twist your body for many years. They hang you out to dry and they repeat the process to wash,
ring, twist, dry you out. You will be hungry and thirsty, and you will esperience every bit of the
washing, the ringing, the twisting and the drying out. Your head will spin, and you will be dizzy,
and you will feel every bit of what you are esperiencing while your earing and your brain is still
working.
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When they are completely finished washing and wringing you in the heavens, you will be light
weight, and they attach wings to your body, so you can fly. They will also vector your body like
a slice bread only that each part of you will be one whole for each slice, and there will be many
Thrilliant and higher parts of you that are full and complete for them to use. They will then look
at your vector whole, and they will find the one that is the best for their usages, as you are
already thinned out. They will then photo copy you many times until you are very thin. Then
they will put you into an animal bag that makes you look like an animal, or an insect. They will
also use their magic wand to touch you and you will transform into a roach, or other insect or
animals. Then they will decide where you have to work and what type of work for you to do.
The devels decides that every part of you have a job to do in many different areas of the
esistences outside the Earths and inside these earths. In the heavens you could either become the
mother of objects or the objects themselves. If you have ever drawn a painting, or have artistic
skills, they say that you are a mother of objects. If you are not interested in art work, then you
are the objects. Then you become the mother who cleans and dust and wash and shines the
objects. You will do the washing up, the cleaning up and the tidy up of the objects and where the
objects esist. The objects are pots, pans, kettles, figurines, spoons, fork, telephone, chair, table,
pot, cup, couch, rug, a light post, a garbage bin, a pen, a typewriter, a printer, a ship, an airplane,
a helicopter, and much more. The mother is responsible to clean these objects, as they cannot
clean themselves once they are the objects. Those who are not mothers becomes these objects.
Devels cannot make, so they cannot make decisions, and that is what they have forced them to be
doing.
The Heaven Jesus Law
You are under the Jesus Law in the heavens, as you are the Jesus believer. The Jesus believers
are not only those called Christians, they are the Jews, the Islamic, the Clue Klux Klan, Taoism,
the Hindus, the Buddah, the Confucius, the Sikh and all the others. The Jesus Law is not what
you know, it is extremely strict and harsh. You can work and do many things for long time
without no punishment, as long as you obey perfectly the Jesus Law. You will not see any Jesus,
but they use the name Jesus. If you ever see a Jesus, it is usually a Jesus that is the Spanish name
of one of my children. The devel use the Spanish name that is “Jesus” that is usually a man.
They make him up to look like the image of the devel Jesus. There are many others Jesus that
they make up with my other children and many others from different esistences. Under the Jesus
Law, if you make a mistake, you will be punished so harshly that you wish you never know Jesus
and you never ever esist. The Jesus punishment is worser than the other devels that you may
find yourself into their commands. Jesus can give you to one of his other friends on the other
side, as they like to have connections on the other side, so they can overpower each other. There
are many different types of devels with different laws and orders.
The Perspectiles
If you ever get out of the Jesus esistence and the Heaven esistence, and you return to these
Earths, you cannot go into my Elevations and Levels as your body is not for my areas. You have
become thin and light weight for the Heavens, and you will float and have no ground to walk on,
as your body will become airborne. Because of these many problems with those who go into the
Heavens, an area had to be Built Up in the Earth Elevations and the Levels for these my children.
http://www.naturalearthforall.com
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Therefore, an area called the Perspectile is Chreated for them, and only those from the Heavens
can esist in these areas. One of me, the one who was killed in the Eastern Areas, celebrated for
the Easter Holy Days, and the one in the Bible they call Paul, she Chreated the many Perspectile
areas and put many right and proper formats inside these areas, so those who come from the
Heavens have a place to stay and to esist. Over time, these devel leeders inside this stolen Earth,
took leedership of the Perspectiles. The Perspectiles devels are the same ones we have leeding
us in our elevation. They are different rules there, and the clock time is different from ours and
the other areas of these Earths. There are many other differences as well. The Perspectile did
have their Puters/computers with their information of who they are and connected to the
interconnection and many other areas inside the Natural Earths elevations and levels. These
devels took away their computers, and so many do not know much about themselves or me, and
they do not know of the other Earths areas or the other chreations outside. In the Perspectile, my
children are not as badly treated as here, in the Natural Natural Earth. They have their
allowances, even though it is extremely small; however, it is not a good area to go to. Because
my children went to the heavens and light weight, it is easy for the devel to use them and to
corrupt them. The devels stole the Heavens, took ownership of it, then cut up, and distribute it to
many areas all over the outside in the other Esistences.
Protection Plants
GanJah is the plant with many essence properties to protect us and to kill the devels. The Gan
part is used to hang the devel and the Jah part is used for a protection for the Chreator and the
Jahs.
Mariguana is the plant with many essence properties to protect us and to kill the devels. The
distilled and strong strength can be used to kill iguana lizzards that are never to be in this Earth.
Iguanas have a hook in their nails and it can hook into your skin and inject devel poison into you.
Iguanas are devels. Iguanas foot bottom is poisonous, and its tail is also poisonous.
Passport and Tags
1. The JAMAICA Consulates, Passport Offices must use the color Purple on their Passport
Book beginning June 1, 2018. The purple pearl color swatch is below.
2. The title to be on the Jamaica Passport is: CENTRAL CHREATOR CONTINENT
3. MONTEGONIAS STATES PASSPORT

4.

5.
6.

The Tag/Flag for CENTRAL CHREATOR CONTINENT, Montegonias States can only be
in this order: Rose Red, Jet Black, and Sunflower Yellow stripes going across from right to
left and nothing more. NO GREEN COLOUR. You can keep the other flag for memory, but
not for official or everyday usages.

The right USA Passport color is Burgundy, and beginning June 1, 2018 the title is:
CENTRAL & NORTH CHREATOR CONTINENTS PASSPORT
http://www.naturalearthforall.com
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7.

Canada, Mesico/Mexico, Central America, South America, and the Caribbean Islands can
choose other shades of Burgundy to use on their Passport as the Burgundy is the Standard
colour for the CHREATOR N, C, S Continents except the Montegonias States.

8.

The CENTRAL & NORTH CHREATOR CONTINENTS (formerly illegal U.S.A.) Tag/Flag
Colour is: Indigo Blue, Burnt Orange or Orange, & Burgundy Red. The flag has three stripes
going across from left to right, and nothing else on it.

9.

Canada, Mesico/Mexico, Central America, South America, and the Caribbean Islands can
choose other shades of Indigo Blue, Burnt Orange or Orange, & Burgundy Red to use on
their Tag/Flag. The flag has three stripes going across from left to right, and nothing else on
it.

Bad Events
Bad events are not by Nature and not Natural. Hurricanes, Thunderstorms, Monsoon, Typhoon,
Tornadoes, Flooding, Tidal Waves, Mud slides, Volcanoes, Land Slides, Snow Storm, Drought,
Hunger, Famine, Devel Poverty, Devel Poorness, Lack, Wars, Destruction and others are not
Acts of Mother Nature or anything to do with how the Earth was formed. Know that they are all
acts of someone, somebodies, many bodies, devels, governments, politicians, preachers, pastors,
priests, many unseen machinery, many hands, cutters, movers, pullers, pushers, spinners, turners
and others doing the bad activities, and they do not want others to know. These are destructive
acts, and they do not care about you, because my Earths is not theirs. See pictures of some Bad
Events below.
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downtown Houston, Texas is flooded during the historic "Allison" flood of June 2001

Tornado image

Tornado damages
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Monsoon flooding

Monsoon flooding and land slides

Famine in Uganda, Africa

http://www.naturalearthforall.com
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Famine in North Korea -Chreator Chreation

Famine in Uganda, Africa- Chreator
children

No Man types can bring any kind of Breathing or Life. No one can esist by Man. It is
emotionally, physically, and mentally painful to see and know that my children are suffering like
this because of the man devel prisoners who took over my Earths Chreations.
Man Made Illusions
Man uses illusions made by women for women own esistence and for the purpose of the
esistence. Man go into the woman eistence and destroy it, then thief the illusion. Man study it,
then makes illusion bigger, more advance, and wicked. In illusion, images can appear and can
disappear. Images can not appear and disappear in the Real or in the Natural. Illusion makes
things appear to be what they are not. In Illusion, they can use skin toning to make images look
to be in the right skin tone. The skin toning can appear brighter or darker depending on the time
of day they want it to blend into. They can also use the magnifying glass to make the images
look bigger or smaller and adjustable. They can use the skin toning into the real and the natural
Earth to blend together, so they appear to be one or the other, depending on what they want to
present. They can also use a piece of stick and build a person’s body from it in the illusion.
Illusory
Illusory is a part of illusion. The illusory uses power and a screen. They drop it in front of you,
and it appear to be Real. You do not see them, you do not hear them, you only see a large screen
that is life like and it is an activity ongoing that you are trapped to look at. When you have the
courage to touch what you are seeing, it is paper or a roll up screen and the back of it is made of
light wood frame. Man makes the illusion that is the base for the illusory. When they put the
illusory into your brain, it becomes delusion. The elusion is not you, it is them. The Military,
the Army, the Secret Service, the Police, they do a lot of these types of jobs on us, right here in
these Earths. The Military and the Army they use the brain opener, microscoptic lenses,
microscoptic tools, and objects to open your cells and membranes and to deposit these wicked
devel objects into your brain causing delusion.
Illumination
The devels add illumination to the illusory to make the objects and images appear and looks
bigger like a movie screen and it can be terrifying. They also add the “Netetics /Netics” which is
the networking to connect to the objects and images. The networking is a “Net” that can make
the figures and images move and do work. The figures can move and talk. A person can put
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themselves into the illumination and becomes part of the illumination and the Netics. They can
also get an image of a person and put it into the illusion, then add the Netics. It will walk and
talk and moves just like the person, because they have the person personality that they add to the
illusion and it acts just like a person. They can use illumination into telling lies on a person or
anyone. They cut the image and paste it into a picture, and it appears and look like the person is
on the active scene or was in the area, when they were not. It makes an object looks real in the
visual picture, but not in the Real. The illumination can take an event from the Real Earth and
add it to an event in the Natural Earth and then blend it together to make it look Realnatural.
Illuminatics
Illuminatics comes from illusion and is adjustable to many activities and objects, and it can be
added to music. It is also the imagination and illusion working with the illuminatics. They can
add images of themselves to the illuminations to make themselves move. Illuminatics is images
and the computer technetics working together. The illuminatics can draw an event from another
source and add to a current picture, and then they can modify the colors and other things to make
it look real. They can cut and paste documents together in the illuminatics, and it appears to be
real. The illuminatics and illumination are not to be played with, as it causes many destructions
of lives all over, and it tells lies.
Imagination
Imaginations have many figments. In the imagination, illusory and illusion are added together
and put in your brain. It captures your brain and hold your attention, and then you do not know
you are absorbed by something else. They can use the illusory to make you see things as well.
They can add the illusion and technetics/illuminatics to make many things appear to be moving
forward and backwards. They can add the illuminatics to the illusion and build on it, and it
appears to be real. They can also put illuminatics and technology and add to illusion, to make
many objects look bigger, and then it will make your body crawl, and it will make your mind
imagine that you are there. It is not good to watch movies that they put the illuminatics into, as
it can get the devels into your body, eyes, brain, and mind.
What you see when you watch a movie, moving pictures, is imagination put together. They are
images that they cut and paste with computers, including sound, movements, music, lights,
colors, make-belief, illusions, electricity, power, energy, costumes, camouflages, and much
more. Most of it is not real, but the producers put many parts together, so you believe it is real.
What you see on TV is similar. There is some truth and a lot of lies and a lot of make belief.
The TV producers put the news together for you to believe what they give you to see. They are
thinking for you and putting the presentation together, so it is appealing to you and it is what
they want you to know. If you remember the terror alerts we used to get on the TV, and radios,
with red, orange, green. They were all put there to terrify you, and for you to be disrupted in
your mind and your life; they were not true, it was the devels doing their wicked works. Many
of the rumors of wars you hear and see short lips on TV, they are not as true; many are
presentation for you to believe what they want.
In the imagination, the devel leeders go into your body and add many things, so you can feel the
stinging, burning, biting, pinching, crawling, tingling, and the numbing. You can use the plant
protection and you can also get the physician medical treatment. You can boil the leaves from
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Aloe Vera, Sarceperilla, Mackback, bitter Cerasee, Ucalyptus, Cherry leaves, and Antiseptic
leaves and drink it, and pour in the warm bath and soak all of your body. This can be done every
day and fequent during the day as you want. You can also add orange or lemon leaves to it, if
you do not have all the ones above. Four different leaves are a good number to use, but it can be
less or more.
When a person can hear others speaking and cannot see them, it is because those speaking are
covered up, so you do not know.
Belief
Belief is another form of illusion. It is not true, and it is a figment of imagination. Belief fools
your eyes and your mind, so you do not know what is right from what is wrong. The devels are
into the beliefs, so the devels will override your mind AND TO KEEP YOU FOCUS ON THE
BELIEF. Once your mind is open to what the belief is, you should drink many bitter drinks
frequent, to get rid of them, and so they will not return to your mind. The belief is not only
devels in it, but also tricks on the mind. Jesus is a belief. The Holy Spirit is a belief. God the
Father is a belief. Allah is a belief. Buddha is a belief. All religions are a belief. They are all
Paper Religions and Paper gods, that you will only see in pictures, in books, in readings, as they
do not esist in the Natural, or the Real, or the Flesh, or the Mercury or in any Real form. The
devel gods are fakes. An esperience is what you feel, taste, touch, hear, see, smell and is
different from a belief. An esperience is real and natural.
The illusion is into the illusory and the illusory is into the belief. The belief can never become
real or be into the natural. The belief is not a term to be played with. It can cause many conflicts,
as the devel will take over, as it is the devels connection. Belief will not be able to make you
think clearly, and you will be confounded in your mind. You will then do and say many things
that are not right. Those things said and done can cause many problems for you and others, so it
is good to drink the bitters, so your mind is removed from the devels. The devels use the word
belief to connect to the religions, and the religions are all devel make up.
The religions are based on the illusion, and the illusions are connected to the illusory, and is
connected to the illumination. and connected to the imagination. The imagination is connected
to the mind, the mind is connected to the right eyes, and the right eyes connected to the right
brain, and the right brain is connected to your mind. Your mind is connected to your thinking,
and your thinking is connected to the belief that is wrapped up and put into your brain, so that it
flows down, and the connection is real int your brain. Then you will become devious, as your
activities will become devious and connected to the devel, and the devel will not allow you to get
loose. The devel has many sorceries to connect to you, and your brain is absorbed with the devel
sorcery. Then the devel sorcery will be in control, and you will not be able to think or speak
right. Then you will not know that you are wrong, and you will continue to live in a bitter way,
not understanding that you have the wrong thinking, wrong knowledge, wrong intention, wrong
speaking, and then you will lose your connection to those around you, and that will create many
problems for you.
You have to clean out your mind with the bitters and say, “I clean out my mind”, (repeat it four
times) and that will help you to recover if you drink the bitters frequently, or go to the physician
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and explain clearly, so they can get the right prescription for you. The Neurology doctor can
give you the right medication. The devel is affecting your Neuron, so your general physician
will not know what to give you. The doctors will give you the lowest dosage at first, and it is
most frequently filled with many devels. You are then to esplain that it is not working, as you
are still feeling or is experiencing more bad things, if that is the case. Then ask the doctor to
increase the mediation per month or increase the medication higher and higher to get the right
strength. If the medication is not the right strength the devels will be in your body pinching and
biting and tearing you, and you will not know that it is because the strength is weak.
Faith
Faith is corrupted with the devel gods and devel meanings based on the belief and illusion of a
paper Jesus, paper Holy Spirit, paper God the Father, paper Allah, paper Buddha, and others
paper religious figures that you will never see, never feel, never know in the real or in the natural
or anywhere.
Faith has no power, it is illusory. Faith causes confusion, as it is not to make anything clear.
Faith and religion must never be mixed together. Faith and religion creates combustory, and it
bubbles up and explode to cause eruption, conflicts, and tumultuous problems that can never be
resolved, as no one knows who they are, and they do not trust each other. With faith you can
never find the right harmony, as you do not trust each other, and that is what the devel wants to
separate you and keep your mind blank as to who you are and what you are to have and what you
are to get. You must get your weekly big allowances, be fit in your minds, get you house
(houst), and cars, get all moneys from taxes, they are to get your milk money, as everyone must
be supplied with the right milk. The milk must be a gallon or a quart of milk every day or get the
money for the milk. We are to get the iodized pills without charge, as our food do not have the
iodize in it, and it is a necessary nutrient for all.
Inside Self
Your inside Self is there to help you get what you want to achieve, if it is right. It will help you
reach where you should get, if it is the right thing. Using the white rice water to drink, bath and
rub on your body will help your inside self. Your inside self is to protect your outside self, if it is
in the right and proper condition. Your inside self will not allow you to abuse yourself if you are
rightly connected. It will let you know with your gut feeling that what you want is wrong. It
will allow you to do things the way you want, and it will guide you along the way. It will not tell
you what you should do, it will prevent you from doing the wrong thing. It will guide you to be
who you are when you are in the right connection with it. It is also another part of you that has a
life of its own. It can be doing one thing, while you are doing another thing and there is a
disconnection. When there is a disconnection then you will be the one to do the things on your
own without any guidance from your inside self. In this case, your inside self will not be there to
guide you, so you may not be doing the right thing and may not have the right connection to
what you are doing.
When your inside self is override by others, it will not be in its right orbit, and it will not be able
to connect with you. You will not be able to connect the right way to many of your activities and
many things can go wrong. It will not be able to help you for a long time if those things are in to
your way. It will make you know it is not there when you feel yourself having a hiccup. A
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hiccup is a disconnection with your inside self. You should drink the Bissy/Cola leaves, or juice
it, or use the nut to make tea, so it will get into your body and poison whatever went into your
body. The Bissy drink will help your inside self to come back and be reconnected to you. You
can say, “I will live, I will live, I will live, I will live” (repeat four times or more) so your inside
self will recover and find a safety area, so that it can return when the time is good. If it cannot
return, then it will not be able to help you further and you will not be able to get the connection
anymore. You will become separated and alone, and then your inside self may be killed and
cannot get back or cannot recover to continue to be your inside self. You will not have your
inside self anymore, as it was chopped out and cannot return. Then your life could become
empty and you do many things in an empty way without any guidance. Your enjoyment could
be reduced, and you may not see many good things happening and then you will never be able to
get yourself back because of your inside self was cut out.
Strength of Medications
You are to tell the doctors that the strength is weak, so they increase it every month or every two,
or three months depending on how you feel. The devels can cause you to feel extreme pinch and
bites if they are in front of you. And they can also be in the back pricking and piercing you.
Then you will have to get the stronger dosage, so they can be removed. You can blend both the
herbs and the medication to help you until you get the stronger medication, so you do not feel the
devels in your body. You can boil a blend of the herbs with the spices, so it is stronger to
remove them. You can blend the tomato leaves with the orange leaves, sarciperilla leaves,
ucaluptus leaves, mackback leaves, rison leaves, or white rice water that is weak and not milky
or white, the rice water must be very weak, so the white is hardly visible, it must be brackish.
You can also add the horalia bush leaves, the lentil leaves, maryback leaves, parsnip leaves, the
red dragon leaves, cabbage leaves, pussy plant leaves, and chocolate leaves. Those that you can
find, use them together as a blend.
After drinking the bitters, you can say, “I release my mind from all tricks (repeat the words four
times, one after the other). You can use the bitters mentioned above in the imagination. You can
also drink the bitter Aloe Vera with the sweet condense milk. Also drink the bitter Cerasee. You
should be able to get bitters in the liquid form from the herbal shops.
There is a problem to get the right medication from the right doctors. The right doctors will have
many restrictions on them that they cannot break, or they will lose their license. The plastic
doctors have more flexibility with the prescription, as they know how to get around the
governors and some of them know or have connections to the governors. Then you have to
decide if you want to get better with the plastic doctors or you prefer the ones who are real and
natural and have the restriction, and you will not get better. In this case you will need to change
your doctors until you find the right ones. I have esperiences of these problems.
Pain Medications
No Doctor Prescription Medication or over the counter medication can ever be called Drugs. We
take medications when we are sick. No Doctor Prescription Medication must never eve,
never ever, never ever, never ever be called Drug. The governors, the presidents, the
government leeders, the highest leeders, the mayors, the Justice, are the ones who destroy our
bodies, so we need pain medications. Then they are the ones to restrict the pain medications we
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are getting, so they can get more and more access into our bodies, and we live in torture until
they kill us themselves.
Every person who has pain and sleeping problems must get the right medication for their pain in
the right quantity and right quality for their level of pain at the right times. They must get the
right medication for their pain in the right quantity and right quality at the right times, they must
get the right medication for their pain in the right quantity and right quality at the right times,
they must get the right medication for their pain in the right quantity and right quality at the right
times, they must get the right medication for their pain in the right quantity and right quality at
the right times.
Opioids
No one must ever call doctor prescription medication or over the counter medication OPIOIDS,
it must never happen, it must never happen, it must never happen, it must never happen. Opioids
are made by the devels for devel usages. The devel Leeders including governors are responsible
for teaching my children how to make opioids, so devels can use it as well. The devel open my
children bodies and sense and put them to hear. The devels speak to them and tell them what to
do and how to do it. Devels have been talking to my children, as reported by the Bible that
Abraham said he could hear the gods speaking to him. Those gods were the devels who opened
his hearing and his body. Opioids is not doctor prescription medication.
My children do not know Drugs. My children have no reason to use Drugs. I Chreate these
Earths with everything and all they are to ever need and want and enjoy. The devel
governments take away from my children what is theirs and then they tax them, they change my
right and proper formats, they change my orders, and the government has my children living in
starvation, hunger, famine, drought, diseases, lack, sickness, pain, anxiety, distress, terror,
destruction, and horror every second of the day, because the devel governments enjoy suffering
others and doing wickednesses. The devels leeders speak to my children in their minds and leed
my children where the devels want them to go and for them to do what the devels want.
The governors, the TV, Radio, Newspapers are calling medical prescriptions Opioids and
connecting medical prescription to Narcotics like Cocaine and other devel makings, because they
do not want us to have the prescription medications to prevent Presidents, Politicians, Leeders,
and others from destroying our lives, and to stop them from causing us the pain. So, I learn the
many bad experiences that my children endure, because of the devel leeders.
Government Theft and Usage of Your Information
Your body has all the levels and all the elevations and much more inside of it. Because you do
not have your right eye sights, you cannot see and know about your body and your life. The
Department of Homeland Security, the Embassies, The Transportation Security Administration,
The Consulates, the Passport Office, the Airports, the Hospitals, the Police Stations, have your
body information for their usages. They scan your entire body at the Airports screening, and
they know how many levels and how much elevations and other things inside your body. The
airport screener machines are built for the devels to get inside of them, and the biometrics are
inside the machines to generate the full body scan information for them. The Embassies,
Consulates, Passport Offices they look at your photograph and look through your brain
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especially if you have no hair in the forehead or you pull your hair back and your forehead is
esposed.
When the camera is zoomed into your cells on your face, the devels can see right into your head
with their yes, and they know your past, know your now, and your time to come. At the airport,
they also have you look through a camera to connect your information to the satellite and to their
database. The biometrics that you look through, it scans your eye sight. The information they
get and looking through your eyes is usable for them in so many, many ways that you cannot
even begin to understand. Your eyes are the light for them to use like a telephone, like a radio,
like a library. They connect to your eyesight to the satellite, and they widen your eyesight. They
use your eye sights to look into your life and what is to come, and they generate many
information that are useful to them from your eyes. They use the information to destroy you and
to put up road blocks, so you cannot get anywhere not only in this Natural Natural Earth, but also
when you Transend.
Devel Politician and Government Leeder’s Control and Destruction
The devel politicians and Leeders we have in all States/countries, towns, cities, communities,
and the Military, Army, Police, Armed Forces, Secret Service, and other organizations instigate
conflicts. They control us by digging their fingers into our brain and holding steadfast, so we
cannot stop what we are doing or what is happening, and we do not have any control over any
part of us. They have many types of Bolas that looks like a big umbrella that they put over our
heads, so they can control our areas, home, and our body. They have electromagnetic suction
cup that they put to attach itself to our heads and connect to our brain cells, brain movements,
brain membranes, brain muscles, and all brain functions. The electromagnetic cup can read our
brain and control us. It can see who we are, our past, present, and time to come, so it is useful
for them to destroy everything we are doing and will do. They also use the same contraptions
used in the hospital that connects to our nose, ears, and then our veins. Then they inject many
poison in our bodies, and they use the connection to attach to the suction cup to do more deep
searching into our membranes and cells. They do this to control our bodies and to put diseases
and germs in us. Then they are the same ones to find the germ killer and the disease killers to get
rid of what they put in us, while we suffer, and they kill us from what the governments are doing
to our bodies and our lives. These devel leeders also like to tear down and to say they are going
to build up. They tear down our bodies and they tear down the elevation and levels of these
Earths, and they tear down my properties and States and leave the areas in a state of ruins and
rot.
When you are in the presence of family, friends, other workers, the devels are present. An
explanation can turn into a deep seethed conflict because of the devel input. A playful shove of
another can turn into the person pushed down and getting hurt because of devel input. A small
pat on the back can become a strong thump causing harm. A discussion can turn into an
argument leaving everyone without harmony. These are a few of the ways that the devel leeders
who are the politicians, the governments, the governors, the police, the military and its affiliates,
and many other devels who split themselves into many whole parts, so they can leed in many
different areas at the same time.
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Imitation
The devel leeders are imitations of Life. The devel leeders wear a costume or a shell that looks
like real flesh, they have hand warmers that when you shake their hands, it feels warm and
normal. They can be anyone and anything inside these costumes that you do not know esist.
Never trust them. Never console them and never praise them.
The Magic Hands and Shoes
The devel leeders we have, use the magic hands with spinning fingers to rub out our forehead.
Then they inject us with a fluid, and then we are put to sleep while we are working, driving,
talking, eating, and we do not know how to stop them. When our bodies are locked, no one and
no thing can get into us. The devels have the magic shoes that they put on both feet and they can
walk into almost anything. They can walk right into our bodies while we are locked, and they
can reduce themselves and get into our cells and veins. They can walk into our intestines and
into our throat, and they can carry many others with them. They also can put many other
somebody or person inside their body to help them when they need. So, when they step inside of
you, and when they are ready for help, they just let them out from inside their stomach, and you
feel many hundreds or thousands of things walking and talking and doing things into your body.
They can use them to open your veins, put pressure on your heart muscles, put pressure on your
brain, chop out your teeth, put holes into your teeth, they bite you under your tongue, on the side
of your tongue, on the tip of your tongue and much more. When you are eating hot food, they
hold the food on the top of your mouth, and they add a stinging heat that burns your inside mouth
and they let you believe it is the hot food that burn you, when it is the government leeders who
do it, and you do not know.
Taxes and Death
Taxes are compensation to the government for destroying us, and we must never pay taxes. No
one in this Earth must ever pay taxes and no one must ever die. Killing and Death are not the
same. This is Life, and in Life there is no Death. The devel leeders have been killing
(destroying, stifling you, cutting you out, hunger, lack, famine, drought) you my children, and
you do not know how to stop them, and you do not know that you must never ever be dead.
SIN
No one, none, of you in this Earth, my children ever SIN. Only the devel insects of many types
and the DeMon can SIN. Sin is what the devels have done to all of you. They remove your
information and they continue taking from you what is yours, and you do not know that they are
never to be in your presence and never to be in your areas and never to be in your esistence. S is
the Satan Leeders who control, kill and destroy us, and they continue to leed us. The I is the
Interconnections communications Network that they take from you and never return it. Only the
Military and Army types, the Politicians, the Presidents, State Leeders, and those heads of
governments, heads of large organizations have them for their personal use. The Interconnection
is connected to your Puters/computers that each one must have to know your lives and to know
me and all there is to know about the Earths and outside the Earths. The N is the night that they
turn into day and the day turned into night, as they turn the time clocks in the opposite direction
and it goes Giga Naminous faster than normal and what you have today. into day and the day int
night.
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Poison by the Military and Army May 19, 20, 21, 2018
On Saturday, I was poisoned by the Army with a mixture of Cyanide and Rison. The British
devels sent their army to my house from above. I became disoriented, dizzy, could not move,
and could not hear, and could not help myself. My eyes became heavy, and I lost consciousness.
I just had to sleep where I was. I later found out that the Army mixed sorcery with the Cyanide
poison on me on Saturday. The American saw them in their uniforms and identified them as
British. Others were called, and someone said it was Cyanide and Rison. The British Army did
also identify themselves as British.
On Sunday, May 20, the Army used the high Beam Zoner and Vector to burn me and to cut me
up, and I could not help myself or do anything. They mixed the Mega Mega high beam sonic
sound zoner with the vector to open my house, my body, and my community. They add to that
the Scanner, the mobile power ship or boat with the nuclear power, and they added many types
of devel equipments to destroy my body. They also used the Zodiac Zoner and other wicked
objects to cause harm. No one did anything to provoke them, and no one knew they esisted.
These devel leeders do what they want, when they want, anytime they want, with anyone they
want for no reason. When you ask them why they do these wicked things, they turn around and
ask each other the same question you ask them. They just do wickednesses, as that is their jobs
and their enjoyment and their happiness. The Mega Mega Zoner, the Mobile Nuclear boat or
ship that is airborne, and many other apparatuses they used on me on Sunday, is a hybrid of what
they are now using in Hawaii to erupt the volcanoe and for it to be burning from area to area
swallowing up houses and properties.
On Sunday, at some point someone called governor Rick Scott, and when he saw what they had
done and were doing to the areas with the high beam zoners and other tools, he told them to stop.
He admitted he had given the Army access to my house and they now destroyed the State. The
Army went so much farther than he could ever expected. He did not know it was the British
Army, as the British were dressed in American clothing.
On Monday, May 21, I was poisoned again with Cyanide while I was preparing my breakfast. I
couldn’t walk. I was dizzy. My head and eyes were spinning. I couldn’t stand up. My body
became heavy and many tingling in my hands and feet causing me to wobble. When I was
conscious, I try to continue to prepare my breakfast, but I kept getting dizzy. As the British
devels hear that I moved, they rushed back to their spots and poisoned me more. I drank some
medicine, and I felt better, so when I got up to move around again, the other devels call and tell
them that I was moving around. They put more and more of the Cyanide poison in the air. I
couldn’t eat my breakfast, as they put the poison in my mouth and they prevented my tongue
from moving and they tied up my mouth, so I couldn’t eat without being tired in the mouth.
They removed the taste of food from my mouth, so it felt like eating paper. The British Army
again destroyed the air, the skies, the elements, and they teared down my community and the
State. Many of the other devels around did not know what was happening to them, as they too
were affected by the poison. I know it is the British because the Americans identified them as
British and many of them identified themselves as British. Someone identified that the poison
used was a mixture of powder and liquid mist.
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Did the British ever leave America?
Is the Congress and Senate made up of Americans and British even up to today?
Is the American Army both American and British in disguise in all Elevations and Levels where
they put themselves?
TSA and Department of Homeland Security
On Sunday, May 20, 2018, one of the Devels in the Natural Natural Cut-Out Congress found out
that the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) and the Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) told the Congress lies sometime between 2011 to 2012 which the Congress acted
upon. The TSA and DHS planned in advance, and they and others removed the files from the
computer database relating to TSA. When they presented the Congress with their lies, the
congress researched and found no data pertaining to their complaint. The Cut-Out Elevation
affects the Natural Natural Elevation.
Then on Sunday, one of them heard a different information and learned of newspaper data, TV
data, and other data for 2011. Then the devel who heard the different information, he went and
did some research and found the information in the database. The database reads: deleted and
replaced. He found the data that were removed, and he found the truth that was unknown. Then
he was quite angry to the deceit and the lies and the many problems that he and others are in.
This devel called others and told them about the find. Some of the others went to see for
themselves and they found the information a well. Then the first one who found the information
took it to a head leeder and the head leeder did know before, and he began to kill the one who
brought the information to his attention. Then he and others began to cut out that devel inside
self and began killing his other inside and outside selves in other areas.
Then there was major fighting between those who knew and those who did not know. Then they
tore down the congress, and many began to separate their inner and outer selves in the
thousandths and then they began to steal my many valuables from the archives and from the
congress and stuff them inside themselves. Many of them also found out that the demon devels
were on the British side while the others who did not know was on the American side. Many
different killings happened on Sunday in the Congress and Senate and many lost their jobs, so
they stole.
Many also found out on Sunday that the British who were in the American Civil Wars never left.
They amalgamated to become Americans and changed their faces, name, body, personalities,
while still working for the British.
Snoring Put on By The Military and Army and Others
The Military and Army and Others are the ones who put many of us to snore when sleeping.
They use many instruments and powers to open our mouth and to put many things into our throat
to cause our mouth to be kept open and for us to breathe through our mouth instead of our nose.
The Army and Military go into our body and they do the snoring. They make the snoring sound
and they attach the instruments to us. They open our mouth and attach the sounder to our
throats, then they also add sound effects in our houses, so when they open our mouth the sounder
enhances the snoring sound, so it is loud and unbearable. They also open our bodies, and they
put themselves in our presence, and they put real natural liquid in our mouth and they can
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remove liquid from our mouth. They put foam or froth in our mouth, and they put on the
shakings on us, so we have what is called epilepsy. They put the froth in our mouth, and we
constantly will spit uncontrollable and do not know what to do to stop the froth from generating
in our mouth. They cause our mouth to leak liquid when we are sleeping, as they put the liquid
in our mouth and they open our mouth, so the liquid is leaked out. I have esperienced a few of
these things, and I never had these things happen to me before 2013.
The Egan Demon Devels
The devels that took over my Earths are from the Egan Esistence. The GanJah is used to kill the
Egan. The Egan set up the Esorcist Esistence. The Esorcist has many areas under the Egan
Esistence. The head woman leeder is the Esora and her husband is called an Esore. Only the
woman can set-up and no man can do that. At some point, the Esore takes over the leadership
and everything went into ruin. In the Egan esistence, there is an Anticedent area and they are
ants. They also have other areas such as: the antegan, bumpegan, bitegan, stingegan, curlegan,
pinchegan, horsegan, assegan, dogegan, categan, goategan, sheepegan, lambegan, rategan,
mousegan, micegan, roachegan, centerpedegan, scorpionegan, spideregan, anansegan, reptilegan,
and many others.
The Egans are flying insects, animals, etc, and they do not walk on the ground. They are from
the “THEN” Esistence and not for our Esistences. To be in my Earths and many chreations and
all ground areas, they use a type of lead to weigh them down. Their shell or effigies are made
with the lead in them, and their clothing are also made with the lead in them. They also have
other things they use to keep them grounded.
The Egans do not make or create, they set-up in their own form. The Egan set-up the Demon,
and the Demon set-up the Contegan that is neither a man or a woman. Nancy Pelosi is a
Contegan, otherwise called a Cont. The Demon set-up the Spirits, and the Spirits and the
Contegans work together. The Antegan set-up the Ambrezio that is more advance than the spirit
and the demon. The Antegan steal many different species from the areas they are never to be in,
and they used the species to make their own insects and animals. Therefore, Ambrezio is said to
be made from the Making species in the form of a Spirit and Demon Contegan. The Egans use
the Contegans, the Spirits, and the Ambrezio to destroy all the Esistences including these Earths.
One of the Egan Eglets devel bird answered, when asked why he does the wickednesses. He
said, “wickednesses is all he does, and he cannot stop himself from doing wickednesses”.
Devel Breaks Down the Drugs
The devel leeders connect to all those in areas they want to use the drug type they want and then
they destroy their lives and connect them to those who can supply drugs to them. Then
whenever times the person gets drugs, the devels get as well, and then breaks it down, so the
devel can use it. Whenever shipments of drugs are found, it is because devels are fighting
against each other, and they want to disrupt the operation of the other. All the Law Enforcement
that handles drugs they are mostly devel and the few of my children they use as a source of
energy in those areas. The devel always needs real, natural, or a flesh person to be in their midst,
as they need them as energy for them, as devels are Spirits and Demons. Many times, you work
in a government agency or any large business, there are more plastic who are imitations of life,
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there than real, natural, flesh person. In fact, it is difficult for my children to get jobs, as they are
given first to the plastic ones.
The devel insect leaders get pain from being in this Earth and these Earths and from doing the
bad things, so they take the drugs for that. They inject themselves over and over again to
withstand the pain they are feeling. The devels are tormented and they use the drugs to stop the
torment. They steal everything from others. And they do not give them back or recompense
others for what they take. They will not admit that they are thiefs, liars, deceivers, destroyers,
killers, and much more. When they do bad things, and are caught and have to recompense, they
return to the person to retaliate and to destroy the person and they say the person caused them to
admit wrong, when it is not the person, they are the doers of the bad things. Then they will not
stop until they remove all that they say they gave to you in recompense, and they will destroy
your life completely.
Devel Flu
The devels get the flu, and they take the flue injections to stop the pain they get from the flu and
they want us to take the same drugs, so the devels are connected to us. Only take the flu
injection if your immune system is down and you know it is connected to your sickness. The
devel leeders carry the bird flu. As they are birds, insets, reptiles, animals, and beasts.
Deceptions of Who The Devels Are
You do not have the knowledge of who the devels are and what the devels do because “The
Spirits Demons” are the leeders of your areas, your states, your municipalities, cities, towns, and
they have many objects, chants, commands, sorcery, satellites, computers that they put over your
heads to block your mind. They also put these wicked powers in your jobs, in your Envia
(areas), and in your homes that keeps them connected to you. This is for the devel insects to
have power over you, so your minds cannot think beyond what they allow you. This is also to
cause conflicts in your houses, jobs, communities, for them to put you into trouble that builds
more and more stress, anxiety, lack, and torment in your lives. A good esample in recent years,
is like what they are doing in Syria since 2011, with my children persecute by the government,
military forces, and other devel groups. They did similar wickednesses in Afghanistan, Pakistan,
and other areas.
The persecution is causing my children to become refugees, running from their homes and their
lives, living in filth and plastic shacks, sleeping on the ground, having children in unsanitary
conditions, drinking dirty and germs water, living in hunger and starvation and terror. A similar
situation esist also in Berma/Myanmar, where the Rohingya peoples and Christians have been
running from persecution. In 2017, the Rohingya persecution in Myanmar began on August
25, when the Myanmar military forces and local Buddhist extremists started attacking the
Rohingya people and committing wickedness’s against them. The Rohingya have to be running
to neighboring States and to Bangladesh, India to seek refuge and living in mud and twine shacks
and facing extreme disasters day after day. Who is responsible for these wickednessess? The
devel Spirit insects, Ram, Sam who call themselves “Man” leeders.
Man and Devels can never be the Leaders or be the Chreator of any life or breathing. The devel
leeders we have, they do not care about any esistence, or our lives, as it is not their chreations,
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and it will never be theirs, so they will do many types of wickednesses and destroy my children
lives to show that they can be the originator of wickednesses. These are the same situations that
esisted since I was killed in these Earths and since they cut off these stolen parts of my Earths
and hang them above, so they can control, and no one can stop them. The devel invasions and
destructions force my children away from their houses, communities, and states, and my children
lose their knowledge of who they are. Then the devels bring in other groups with different skin
color and pretend they are the rightful owners and lives for the States.
As many you have read in the many bible stories, the devel who call themselves god puts those
in Israel and many other States through many wars, and Israel and many of the other ones are
still enduring wars today. Why would a god who cares about her children puts her children in
wars upon wars, and puts them through famine, starvation, lack, and terror continuously? That is
a wicked god. All these bible stories tell of the terror and horror we have had to live with for a
very long time. They use the many Religious books to control your minds to accept wars, death,
taxes, terror, prisons, sentencing, and wickednesses. We have been turned out of our houses and
having to live in other areas that are not our own. We are then killed and turned out again from
the areas of refuge. We then have to run and make new houses and rebuild our lives all over
again, while we suffer the killings of many of our loved ones. We also suffer from these many
terror experiences, and we do not know it is the same politicians leeders today who are the devels
of long times ago. The devels warmongers of the past times that the Israel and others could not
see, are the same ones who call themselves god, and our present leeders. The bible tells of wars
upon wars, and wickednesses upon wickednesses. The bible is a terror book, and one that causes
terror to endure in our lives today, because we use the book, we believe in the book, and we live
our lives according to the wicked words in the book.
What is god in the books?
G - in god is gnat’s insect of many different types, sizes, colors, height, and weights (fly,
mosquito, bug, centipede etc.). They are tied up in many knots and sometimes it is difficult to
distinguish one from the other, as they morph (transform) into each other. One insect can have
many centrillions of insects inside of himself, and they are reduced to the smallest particles.
They esist like this, so they can have more of them to do wicknesses one after the other without
stop.
O - in god is, osmosis devel power and saucery power attached to many tools, equipment, and
huge objects. For example, the devels use vectors to open and get in our bodies, computers,
open our homes and our brain, and to open the Earth. The O is Osmosis that brings about change
or transformation in a wicked and destructive form. For esample, they chopped up the Earths in
pieces and take far far outside the Earths. They take many cut out parts of this Earth and dumped
in the oceans and seas causing them to become deserts.
D - in the word god is the devels. Devels are the insects, animals, species that terror, kill, torture,
destroy us and destroy and take what is for us. In one of the earlier chreations, a man is said to
be the devel and he wanted to become a woman, so he could make and lead like a woman.
According to the King James Version of the bible it says, in Genesis 2:7 “And the LORD God
formed man of the dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and man
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became a living soul”. This never happen. It never happen, never happen, never happen, never
happen. We are not from dust. We are flesh. Our skin can fester and it does not turn to dust. It
takes nine months for a child to be fully developed into a woman, and we have flesh and skin and
not spirit dust. This is not how you were Chreated, and a man or insect or animal can never give
you life or breathing.
Genesis 2:9 “And out of the ground made the LORD God to grow every tree that is pleasant to the
sight, and good for food; the tree of life also in the midst of the garden, and the tree of
knowledge of good and evil”. This never happen. It never happen, never happen, never happen,
never happen. Why would a mother put good and bad together to torment and tempt her
children? No mother would do that! Only a wicked and evil devel would do this to anyone.
Why would we need the knowledge of evil to be in the Earth or anywhere? Evil is war, hunger,
terror, conflict, horror, thirst, destruction, lies, and deceit. No knowledge of evil is to ever be in
these Earths, your lives, and never in any esistence. Only the devel knows about evil and
wickednesses, as that is how he builds his esistence. No Devel is to ever be in these Earths or
my Chreations.
This bible verse is also saying that the devel god made trees that are “pleasant to the sight, and
good for food” that included the tree of knowledge of evil. It says the tree of evil is food for us
to eat. Therefore, this devel god made a deceitful tree to tempt and to cause bad events to
happen in this Earth. These words are saying that the devel god made the evil tree and put it in
the garden that we are to esist in, and we would be tempted to do evil. Even looking at the tree
of evil would attract us to do evil, so why would a good mother put her children in the path of
wickedness? This never happen! Good and bad must never be put together. The devel and god
cannot esist in the same place, so why would god put the evil tree in the garden, unless evil and
the god is the same? In this case, the devel and god is the same spirit. The bible is also saying
that all of us in this Earth were made by the wickedness devel, who sets us up to evil temptation
and devel deceit, and that is why we have been living in terror, hunger, famine lack, and horror
all our lives. This is not true.
In Geneses 2: 17, it says. “And the LORD God commanded the man, saying, Of every tree of the
garden thou mayest freely eat: Verse 2:17 But of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, thou
shalt not eat of it: for in the day that thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die”. From what I have
seen and heard from Donald Trump, President of the United States of America, I can picture him
saying the words. These words from this devel god is truly a set-up for temptation and evil.
This god knows that once the good and the evil is mixed together, that the evil would corrupt the
good. So, this god sets up the man to do what is evil and then the wicked god blames the man
for what the man did not make and did not put in the garden to tempt him. These verses are all
lies and put together by the devel political government leeders to deceive you, so you do not
know who you are.
Why did god create the Earth and then give us to the devel and say that we sinned? This never
happen. It never happen, never happen, never happen, never happen. No one and no Life in this
Earth or these Earths and in my esistences SIN. Only the devels can SIN. Sin has a meaning,
and it is not what you believe it to be.
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Why did god create Adam and then take his rib and create a woman name Eve?
Genesis 1:21 says, “And the LORD God caused a deep sleep to fall upon Adam, and he slept:
and he took one of his ribs, and closed up the flesh instead thereof;”. Verse 22 “And the rib,
which the LORD God had taken from man, made he a woman, and brought her unto the man”.
This never happen. It never happen, never happen, never happen, never happen. No Woman is
formed from a man. You have never seen a pregnant man that brings forth life. What the devles
do, they Jab us under our shoulder blade right into our rib cages and tear it apart with their finger
and extension on their fingers. They then put in an extension in our rib cages to keep our body
open, so they can get inside our lungs, liver, kidney, heart, and our internal organs to continue to
terror and to damage us.
Why did god create us from one man and a man cannot bring forth life from his body? This
never happen. It never happen, never happen, never happen, never happen. What you see with
your eyes around you in reality, is what you know and what you experience. You do not see a
man being pregnant or a man giving birth to a child or a new life. The tree of life is Woman.
Without woman there is no life. Woman is the Head of all that exist, “Never a man”. The
“man” god never creates life and can never ever create life.
In Genesis 3:1, it says, “Now the serpent was more subtil than any beast of the field which the
LORD God had made. And he said unto the woman, Yea, hath God said, Ye shall not eat of every
tree of the garden?” This never happen. It never happen, never happen, never happen, never
happen. These words express that god made the serpent, god allowed the serpent to get into the
Earth and only a wicked god would do this, god allowed the serpent in the garden to tempt those
in the garden, god knows the serpent esist, yet god did not kill or make the serpent die! Why did
god allowed the serpent to esist to tempt and to corrupt those who god made? Something is
wrong here, as god cannot kill the serpent. God should never make the Earth or anyone knowing
that the serpent esist.
On another note, if the serpent is a beast or an animal, how is it that the serpent speaks to the
woman? From what we know, animals and beasts do not speak our language, so how can the
serpent speak to the woman for her to hear and for the woman to do as the serpent say? If the
serpent is a beast and can speak our language, then the serpent is the same god leeding his
children into destruction, and the serpent is the same beast politician leeders of today that can
speak to us, dressed in plastic surgery materials, exist in deception, and we do not know they are
the serpent devels.
Stand and Dard
No Standardized testing of students for any reason to get into schools or colleges.
No More Stand and Dard of any types and or of any form for the governments, presidents, prime
ministers, chancellors, monarchy, leeders or anything or anyone at no time. No stand or dard
made with a person, people, man, woman, children, paper, air, trash, water, gel, or anything.
No Ground and no Grounding for the wickeds, wickednesses, devels, satans, destroyers, evel,
bad, demon, spirits, and all their right name and all things and others they use.
All the devel wickednesses organizations leeders, devel wickednesses governors and: presidents,
prime ministers, chancellors, popes, priests, pastors, bishops, religious leeders, and all other
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demon devels, you are completely emptied out from inside your shells, effigies; and mannequins.
You are completely emptied out, completely emptied out, completely emptied out, completely
emptied out, Etcetera, Etcetera, Etcetera, Etcetera.
Devels Like High Seats
The insect demon devels are always over your head unseen. They are always above looking
down no matter where you are, they are there. They attach themselves to many of their kinds
and also with a few somebody or, a person so they can use their power, as they need our physical
bodies there to help them. They connect together with each other for power and much much
more reasons. Once you terminate, kill, destroy one, or many then many others appear or one
more appear, and no matter how many you kill, they kept coming and they continue to attack and
you see and feel more and more and without stop. That is because they have many elevations
and levels and much more inside of their bodies, and they can release many of their inner selves
at intervals while others are doing the same. If they finished those, they have, then they will call
others to help them and they will tell many lying sad stories to convince the others to believe
them, so they get help. Then the same format will continue until they call others to help again
and that format can go on for many years. The devels are also on the ground behind your backs
and in front of you and around you as well, but they are from the same branch above. Devels
also like to be the highest Leeders and to be in control amongst many other things. The true
devels are not that many. They tutor others and then they hide. Then they recruit new ones and
tutor, and then they hide. They eventually have a large following, and many do not know the
true devels. They are disobedient, they lie, they terror, they destroy, they kill, they torture and so
on.
This Dissertation takes a while to complete because the devels continue to bite, sting, burn, inject
me, and do many other wicked things day by day. They stop the flow of information when I AM
writing, as they do not want the information to be known. So, I share the information in the best
ways that I can while esperiencing these wicked government, Senate, Congress devel powers of
torture. These wicked esperiences I have had before and since I was born, and especially since
January 2013, are the same ones and worse my Other Ones and my other Leaders had to
esperince when they tell them in the congress that they are the leaders of the Earth. Then the
governments turn on them destroying their lives, and their livelihood and then killing them. This
happens from time to time, while the governments, the newspaper, the radio, the TV, and many
others hide the information from you.
No one and no thing should misrepresent or change any of my information in all these
documents at any time. Do not say what I did not say, and do not use semantics in the
knowledge I am sharing. No Politician is to ever use any of my information.
All these documents must be distributed to my children, to the various states/counties/countries,
businesses/commerce, municipals, schools, organizations, governments, banks, colleges,
libraries, UN, morgues, hospitals, nursing homes, churches, mosques, temples, all religion
places, embassies, consulates, missions, TVs, radios, newspapers, internet sources, etc. New
Mexico State Governor’s Office employees are to inform the public about the website address
and to distribute the documents, so all the public can get it.
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These documents must be shared with friends, family, strangers, and put in the National
Gazettes, State Gazettes, City Gazettes, Town Gazettes, Municipal gazettes, State Journals, and
other Journals. The website is http://www.naturalearthforall.com. There is also a
http://www.facebook.com/naturalearthforall site with other information. They must also be put
in the National Registry, Register, National Archives, Records Management, Registrar Generals
and similar registry.
Yours Truly,

Dr. Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, PHd.
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL CHREATOR OVER THE CHREATION
OF LIFE AND OVER ALL LIFE, ESISTENCE, DEATH, AND ANYTHING IN BETWEEN
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL OH MY GOODNESS
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL GLORIOUSNESS OVER THE GOLDEN
MCLAREN SENATE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL GLORIOUSNESS OVER THE GOLDEN
MONTEGONIAS SENATE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL GLORIOUSNESS OVER THE GOLDEN
MT. ZION SENATE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL GLORIOUSNESS OVER THE GOLDEN
NEW YORK SENATE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL HEAD OF THE ATMOSPHERIC
ESISTENCES
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL ESECUTOR OF ALL ESTATES
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREAM OF THE CHROWN
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OVER THE PAPILLION
ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OVER THE CHIRALDINE
ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THE EBONY
ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THE EBONIC
LANGUAGE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL EBONIC PLEASER CHREATOR
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THE ESOTERIC
ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THE PUSENELLA
ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THE FUCKVANELLA
ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THE COCKYNELLA
ESISTENCE
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THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THE BUMBO CLATH
ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THE PUSSY RASS
CLATH ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THE FUCKING,
FUCKING ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL GOG OVER THE NUMERICAL
ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL GOG OVER THE HELLENISTIC
ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THE CHRISANTIMUM
ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHRIST OF THE CHRIST WHO HAS
JUST RETURN
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